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zip lock mouth

Have you ever heard so many voices that you got tired? I have so many kids that keep talking and I got so mad.

Therefore I invented Zip Lock so that when you are trying to talk about somebody then that person doesn't have

to get in the way or anything because when you are not talking about them they just want to talk like no they

didn't do that so then they will try to cause problems and there is no need. PROBLEMS

The problem with this is that when people want to talk too much and they want to keep on going and things like

that. And they will not stop talking here is a way that you could keep their mouths shut until when there is a time

that they could talk. Because then it just happens out of nowhere. SOLUTIONS

Zip their mouths all you have is silence this could Verb - Base Form in many ways like when you hear so

many mouths all u do is u have a different thing and also better thing to cover your ears and you hear something

better no it is not called listening to music on your phone so you have this private phone then you could do

whatever you want FYI listen to two phones by Kevin Gates. So there for you could just Zip the mouths that will

try to talk and then when you Zip Lock their mouths you could know what they are saying before they talk to

you by this little button that says thing that they will try to say then you could be like this person says this and

this person says that then u will not have to hear all voices all at once how good does that sound so good then

when their mouths are closed or zipped then the world stops now imagine if the world stop but things steal going

or should I say working imagine that.

CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

Many people will love Zip Lock, here is my question will you like it too? for $19.99 with delivery Takes 3 days

to



get their and you will also have to charge the phone thing and it will take up to 3 minutes just put it on speed

then your new phone will be on and ready to go. FYI listen to Kevin gates 2 phones if you have two phones.
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